
   Candee Orange  Temperament Assessment  
D.O.B:6.11.18 

Weight:4.55lbs 

 
 

VIDEO LINK: https://www.teddybearschnoodles.com/videos/candee-7-weeks-4 
 

7wk litter notes: 
 

Litter Overall: 

- Pups were quick to enter the playroom. Pups were eager to play. 

- Pups consistently check for interaction to begin.  

- Litter plays with appropriate interaction with each other.  

- Pups show favorable confidence in stressful situations.  

- Pups have good responses to new sounds. 

- Pups have good responses to new sights/objects. 

- Pups will use their mouths during interaction.  

- Pups are vocal only during stressful  and socially appropriate situations. 

- Pups do not show possessiveness. 

- Litter has moderate energy level. 

https://www.teddybearschnoodles.com/videos/candee-7-weeks-4


- Pups are gentle while interacting.  

- Litter is confident while playing independently.  

 

Orange’s Notes:  

- Orange actively explores new environment, checking back in.  

- Orange interacts mixing appropriate and inappropriate behaviour with littermates. 

- Orange shows no stress when in a changed environment.  

- Orange shows no stress when in a stressful situation, when being groomed. 

- Orange noticed new sounds and shows curiosity.  

- Orange noticed new sights moved in slowly to investigate, tail up.  

- Orange’s focus is very good last over fifteen seconds.  

- Orange has a good motivation for the toys in all value.  

- Orange has good motivation for the treats.  

- Orange has a good motivation for tractability. 

- Orange attempts but gives up after fifteen seconds,when problem solving. 

- Orange shows minimal repeat to show improvement when remembering 

previously learned tasks.  

- Orange chased the ball and returned without it to the tester.  

- Orange does uses mouth to investigate more than half of the time, gentle with 

teeth.  

- Orange is vocal in stressful and socially appropriate situations. 

- Orange was calm and tolerant during handling and restraint.  

- Orange has a moderate level energy.  

- Orange excites with little effort, calms easily.  

- Orange interacts and comes right back after removal..  

- Orange plays on own but has periods of trying to engage.  

- Orange is eager to interact.  

- Orange has a sweet personality.  
Health notes: 
Puppy has base narrow, a conflict of canine teeth commonly seen 
in hybrid breeds that generally resolves itself as the puppy 
continues to grow.  
Orange is in good health 
 


